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Abstract 

Because of the scarcity of spectrum, it is becoming more and more important to 

use the spectrum efficiently. Dynamic spectrum allocation schemes are proposed to 

increase the efficiency of spectrum usage. Meanwhile, delay-sensitive services like 

voice service are still a strong contributor to operator revenues and constitute a 

significant portion of user demand. Therefore, it is valuable to study whether 

delay-sensitive services like voice service can be provided in multichannel random 

access network, in which multiple operators use the unlicensed spectrum and 

decentralized dynamic spectrum allocation scheme is adopted. 

In this study, two User Reinforcement Learning schemes are proposed to model 

the behavior of selfish users in the multichannel random access network. We analyze 

the performance of these two schemes and compare them with Operator 

Reinforcement Learning scheme and Operator Non-Reinforcement Learning scheme 

in terms of delay, jitter, packet loss rate, consecutive packet loss rate, throughput per 

channel and utility per user. 

We find that both the “User Reinforcement Learning Non-Retransmission” 

scheme and the “Operator Reinforcement Learning” scheme can provide a 

satisfactory quality service under a moderately high load. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Dynamic Spectrum Access 

With the increasing demand for accessing mobile broadband, it is very important to 

manage the limited radio spectrum resources efficiently. Fixed spectrum allocation 

policies have been adopted by most agencies which makes some parts of the radio 

spectrum rather crowded while some other parts are used infrequently. Because 

available spectrum is limited and fixed spectrum allocation policies make the 

spectrum usage sometimes inefficient, there is a need to find alternative mechanisms 

for managing spectrum in a more efficient way. Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) has 

been proposed to solve this problem [1]. Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) tries to 

allocate the spectrum to be more frequently used according to the variation of 

spectrum demand in time and space [2]. 

DSA schemes can be classified according to a number of criteria. With respect to 

the cooperation among the users in the DSA system, the DSA scheme can be either 

cooperative or competitive. In a cooperative system, users choose their transmission 

strategies to reach a common goal like maximizing the system sum utility. In a 

competitive system, users are considered to be selfish and they only choose their 

transmission strategies to maximize their own performance. This competitive system 

is also referred to as selfish system. The DSA scheme can also be classified as 

centralized or decentralized. If the DSA scheme is centralized, there is a central 

control entity which allocates spectrum resources to the users. Centralized system 

seems the most efficient by squeezing most number of bits for a given amount of 

bandwidth, but it requires lots of information exchanges among users, which increases 

the system complexity. Furthermore, sending controlling information to the network 

coordinator causes more delays for delay-sensitive services like voice services than 

decentralized system, which does not require any information exchange. In 

decentralized systems, there is no central control entity and users make the decision 

on when to access the spectrum resources by their own. Therefore, decentralized DSA 

scheme may be more preferable than centralized one in terms of reducing system 

complexity and can be applied to future wireless network. 

1.2 Quality of Service Requirements of Delay Sensitive Services 

Delay sensitive services like voice services are still a strong contributor to operator 

revenues and constitute a significant portion of user demand, so it is valuable to study 

whether delay sensitive services like voice services can be provided in such a future 

wireless network, in which multiple operators use the unlicensed spectrum and 

decentralized DSA scheme is adopted. If certain quality of service requirement is 

satisfied, then we can say that the delay sensitive services, for example voice services, 

can be provided in this decentralized multi-channel random access network. The 

quality of service requirement of a delay-sensitive service is represented as a set of 

constraints. There are different delay-sensitive services, such as voice service, video 

service and so on. For different delay-sensitive services, the set of constraints can be 

different. To satisfy the quality of service requirement of voice service, four things 
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needed to be considered: packet loss rate, consecutive packet loss, latency and jitter. 

Packet loss happens when there is too much traffic and it will cause interruption in 

voice communication. Consecutive packet loss means the loss of multiple adjacent 

packets. The same amount of consecutive packet loss causes more damage to the call 

quality than that of the packet loss at random time instances. Packet Loss 

Concealment (PLC) is a technique used to mask the effects of lost or discarded 

packets. PLC is generally effective only for small numbers of consecutive lost packets 

and low packet loss rate. The acceptable packet loss rate is 20% [3] and the acceptable 

consecutive packet loss is a total of 20-30 milliseconds of speech [4]. In other words, 

if less than 20% of packets and 20-30 milliseconds of speech and are lost, users can 

still have reasonable voice communication quality by applying certain PLC 

concealment [5].  

Latency means the delay of packet delivery, in other words, it means the time from 

a packet is generated to it is received. Large delay should be avoided because it will 

cause bad echoes and degrade the quality of communication. For delay-sensitive 

service like VoIP service, the delay is made up of coding delay, serialization delay, 

queuing delay, propagation delay, de-jitter delay and decoding delay. Coding delay 

depends on the type of codec used and for codec G.711, the coding delay is almost 0 

whereas for G.729, the coding delay is 15 milliseconds [6]. Serialization delay is the 

time to place a packet on the transmission link and is decided by the speed of link and 

the size of a packet. For example, for a 218-byte packet, it takes 12.5 milliseconds 

time to place this packet on a 128 Kbps link. Queuing delay happens at switching 

point of network like routers and ranges from a few milliseconds to hundreds of 

milliseconds. Propagation delay depends on the distance between the packet sender 

and receiver. De-jitter delay is the jitter buffer to allow for variable packet arrival time 

and often ranges from 50 to 100 milliseconds. Decoding delay means the time to 

decode the signal and is often half the coding delay [6].  

The variance of delay is defined as jitter. High levels of jitter cause large numbers 

of packets to be discarded by the jitter buffer in the receiving IP phone or gateway. 

This may result in severe degradation in call quality or large increases in delay. 

In brief, if the packet loss rate, consecutive packet loss, latency and jitter 

requirement are satisfied, we can say delay-sensitive services like voice service can be 

provided in this system. 

1.3 Previous Work 

Distribution of packet delay in multichannel random access network has been 

studied previously. In [7], the author considers decentralized multichannel random 

access systems with users which have statistical channel state information. The results 

show that lack of information and selfish behavior of each user causes performance 

degradation compared to the performance of the users in a scheduling system or 

cooperative system. However, the performance is evaluated only in terms of 

throughput which is not applicable to delay sensitive services. In [8], the problem of 

autonomous users deploying delay-sensitive applications in decentralized 
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multi-channel random access networks has been studied. In this study, each user is 

assumed to know the total number of users in the system. A conjecture-based channel 

selection scheme has been proposed, which means the user can determine an optimal 

action based on the linear belief function to minimize its own delay over all possible 

wireless channels. The results show that the average delay of the system is around 10 

milliseconds. However, this study does not show the packet loss rate and jitter of this 

decentralized system. Furthermore, it is not so realistic for each user to know the total 

number of users in the system in decentralized MRA network because in 

decentralized system the users are not able to know the existence of each other and 

there is not any central entity to inform them of this as well. Moreover, it might be 

more interesting to take energy consumption into consideration, which means the user 

in this system may choose to wait when the channel condition is very bad. By doing 

this, the total energy cost of a user will be reduced in the long run which is beneficial 

for users. 

A multichannel random access network with incomplete information can be 

regarded as a multi-agent system without supervision [9]. In this system, an agent 

doesn’t have any information about the other agents’ actions but the reward of his 

action is affected by the other agents. Therefore, the agent interacts with the 

environment that includes everything outside the agent frequently and learns to 

optimize his action decision that can maximize his payoff and this process is called 

reinforcement learning. Previous study show that reinforcement learning based 

schemes can be used to solve resource allocation problems in multichannel random 

wireless networks. In [10], a best response learning algorithm has been proposed to 

improve the user’s bidding strategy in a cognitive radio network. The secondary 

users(SUs) simultaneously and selfishly bid for the resource based on their current 

states, experienced environment, and estimated future reward at each stage. The 

learning algorithm is similar to Multi-agent reinforcement Q-learning established in 

[11] except that they consider the impacts of other SUs’ bidding actions through the 

state classification and transition probability approximation. However, a central 

spectrum moderator is needed to allocate resources to the SUs, which is different from 

our scenario. In [12], a distributed discrete repeated power control game in CR 

networks is modeled as an N-user nonzero sum game. The scenario of this work is 

quite similar to ours; that is the network is multichannel random access network with 

selfish users. However, in their study, each secondary user adopts the Bush-Mosteller 

reinforcement algorithm established in [13] to maximize their own throughput by 

adjusting their transmission power while each user needs to maximize their payoff by 

deciding when to transmit a packet in our study.  

1.4 Problem definition 

The objective of the thesis is to design reinforcement learning based schemes that 

can be used to implement a decentralized multi-channel random access network to 

provide delay sensitive services in unlicensed spectrum, to evaluate the performance 

of these schemes under different traffic loads, and to answer whether the quality of 
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service requirement of such services can be satisfied or not under different traffic 

loads. More exactly, we design two “User Reinforcement Learning Schemes”: one is 

“User Reinforcement Learning Retransmission Scheme”, in which user can retransmit 

a lost packet within an allowed duration of time and the other is “User Reinforcement 

Learning Non-retransmission Scheme”, in which user can’t retransmit a lost packet. 

In both schemes, all users in the system are selfish and will learn the environment to 

modify their transmission strategies to maximize their payoff. To simplify the 

notation, we use “User-RL” to denote “User Reinforcement Learning”, 

“User-RL-Retrans” to denote the “User Reinforcement Learning Retransmission” and 

“User-RL-NonRetrans” to denote the “User Reinforcement Non-retransmission”. 

We consider a selfish decentralized multi-channel random access network, in which 

users are assumed to only know their own exact channel condition. In other words, 

they have incomplete information of the system. As described previously, this system 

is a multi-agent system without supervision. Therefore, a multi-agent 

reinforcement-learning scheme is used to model the learning behavior of selfish users 

in the decentralized system. With respect to the quality of service requirement, the 

basic metrics for the performance of the decentralized system adopting the proposed 

scheme are average delay (latency), jitter, packet loss rate and consecutive packet loss 

rate. To have a more comprehensive view of the system, we study the delay 

distribution of packet delivery, throughput per channel, utility per user. Though the 

basic performance metrics considered here are most relevant to voice services, the 

performance results are not only valid for voice services but also valid for the other 

delay sensitive services. 

In unlicensed spectrum, it is also possible that operators compete against each other 

to maximize their individual payoffs. More exactly, users served by the same operator 

in the system cooperate with each other and it is the operators that are doing the 

resource management. Then we imagine how multiple operators provide 

delay-sensitive services in the unlicensed spectrum as references of our proposed 

User-RL schemes. The worst case is that multiple operators schedule the users 

randomly in the unlicensed spectrum as they did in licensed spectrum; we call this as 

“Operator Non-Learning Scheme”. It can be predicted that there will be a lot of 

collisions because operators do not learn how the other operators schedule their users. 

A better case is that we regard it as a multi-agent system without supervision but the 

learning agent is the operator instead of the user. Each operator interacts with the 

environment constantly to adjust their scheduling of users to maximize their overall 

payoff. We call this as “Operator Reinforcement Learning Scheme”. To simplify the 

notation, we use “Operator-NL” to denote “Operator Non-Learning” and 

“Operator-RL” to denote “Operator Reinforcement Learning”. 

In our study, we are going to compare the User-RL schemes with Operator-RL 

scheme and Operator-NL scheme in terms of the metrics mentioned above. 

This study answers the following questions: 

 Can the performance of the decentralized system adopting the 
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User-RL-Retrans scheme and User-RL-NonRetrans scheme satisfy the 

quality of service requirement of voice services? If so, what is the maximum 

traffic load that the two proposed schemes can support while satisfying the 

quality of service requirement of voice services and which scheme is better? 

 Which performance is better, if we compare the User-RL schemes with 

Operator-NL scheme and Operator-RL scheme? 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

The report is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces system model used in this 

work; Section 3 gives a thorough description of the proposed mechanism; Section 4 

defines the performance metrics that we used in the study to analyze the system 

performance; Section 5 describes the simulation method and parameters we used in 

the study; Section 6 includes the analysis of the results obtained; Section 7 contains 

the conclusion; Section 8 proposes what needs to be solved in the future; Section 9 

lists the references of our work. 
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2. System Model 

A wireless network scenario is considered in our study. In our scenario, the system 

is decentralized without a central control entity and DSA scheme is employed. We 

assume there are N users and K channels in the system. We assume that the location 

of the user in the system don’t change so much that his shadow fading doesn’t change 

too much. However, his Rayleigh fading changes. The N users can belong to M 

operators. If M equals 1, it means all the users in the network belong to the same 

operator. If M is larger than 1, it means the users in the network belong to multiple 

different operators. As shown in Figure 1, N equals 12, K equals 6 and M equals 2, 

which means there are 12 users, 6 channels and 2 operators in the network. The traffic 

load of the system shown in Figure 1 is N/K=12/6=2 users/channel. More specifically, 

a selfish slotted-ALOHA system with multiple channels is considered to reflect the 

random access nature of this DSA system. In the selfish slotted-ALOHA system, each 

user knows the total number of channels and his respective path loss of these channels, 

but he doesn’t know the path loss of the other users and the actions that the other users 

have taken or will take. Each user in the system competes for transmitting on the 

channel where he could successfully transmit a packet and get better payoff. Each 

user will always be inclined to transmit on the channel where he would use less 

energy cost and has the highest probability of successful transmission. In each time 

slot, every user chooses to transmit on one channel or wait to transmit in a later time 

slot. As shown in Figure 1, User 4, User 6 and User 8 choose to wait in this time slot 

while the other users all choose to transmit on a certain channel. In each time slot, if 

only one user tries to transmit on one channel, then the packet from this user can be 

transmitted successfully. If more than one user transmits on the same channel 

simultaneously, collision would happen and the packets would be lost. As shown in 

Figure 1, User 1, User 5, User 9 and User 12 all choose to transmit on channel 1 in 

this time slot, so collision happens and packets of these four users will get lost. 

Meanwhile, only User 7 chooses to transmit on channel 3, so the packet of this user 

can be successfully transmitted. 
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Figure 1 System Model 

The length of a time slot is fixed and should be no less than the length of packet 

transmission time. Packet transmission time means the time that a packet is 

transmitted to the time that a packet is received, which is made up of the time to place 

the packet on the transmission link, the time that a packet needs to wait at the router 

or gate way and the propagation time of the packet. The time to place the packet on 

the transmission link is the time spent in the MAC layer and the time that a packet 

needs to wait at the router or gateway and the propagation time of the packet are the 

time spent in the network layer. In our model, we just consider the time to place the 

packet on the transmission link and the propagation time to simplify the analysis. 

Meanwhile, in a cellular network, the propagation time can be as small as several 

microseconds; therefore, it can be ignored in our model. As a result, we only consider 

the time to place the packet on the transmission link to represent the transmission time 

of a packet. As described previously, the time to place the packet on the transmission 

link depends on the packet size and the speed of the transmission link. Let 𝑆 denote 

the packet size, 𝑅 denote the speed of transmission link and T denote transmission 

time, and then we can obtain: 

                               𝑇 = 𝑆/𝑅                         (2-1) 

The packet size (𝑆) represents the number of bytes (or bits) that are filled into a packet, 

which is determined by the device that is able to encode or decode a digital data. This 

device is called codec. There are many types of codec standards and different codec 

standard specifies different packet size. G.711 codec is commonly used and causes 

very small coding delay [6]. We simply take the packet size defined in G.711 codec in 

our system as a representative of packet sizes of other possible codec. In the G.711 

codec, the packet size (𝑆) is 218 bytes [14]. In our study, we assume the speed of 

transmission link (𝑅) is 1 Mbps and then we can obtain the transmission time of a 
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packet as:(218 × 8/106) × 103 = 1.744 milliseconds. As described previously, the 

length of a time slot should be no less than the length of a packet transmission time, 

therefore, we assume the length of a time slot is 2 milliseconds. According to the 

G.711 codec, a packet is generated every 20 milliseconds. To simplify the analysis, 

we assume that a packet has to be transmitted before a new packet is generated, or it 

will be dropped. As a result, a packet can exist in the system for at most 20 

milliseconds which equals 10 time slots and we denote this as the survival threshold 

of a packet (𝑇𝑡𝑟 ). We also regard 10 time slots as a frame. As shown in Figure 2, 

packet delay (latency) is measured from the moment that the packet is generated to 

the moment that the packet is received successfully. Packet 1 is transmitted 

successfully right after it is generated; therefore, the delay of Packet 1 equals 1 time 

slot. The delay of packet 2 is 4 time slots because this packet is transmitted three time 

slots after it is generated. This is because the channel condition in the first three time 

slots is very bad and the channel condition in the fourth time slot becomes good 

which makes the user wait for three time slots and transmit Packet 2 in the fourth time 

slot. Packet 3 is in the same case.  
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3. Mechanism Design 

As mentioned in the Introduction part, we have designed two User-RL schemes. 

Meanwhile, we consider Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL scheme as references 

of the proposed schemes. In User-RL schemes and Operator-RL scheme, we use 

reinforcement learning algorithm to model the user’s or the operator’s learning 

behavior. In Operator-NL scheme, the operator schedules its users’ transmission 

without learning.  

3.1 Reinforcement Learning 

In a multi-agent system without supervision, an agent doesn’t have any information 

about the other agents’ actions but the reward of his action is affected by the other 

agents. Therefore, the agent interacts with the environment that includes everything 

outside the agent frequently and the agent learns to optimize his action decision that 

can maximize his utility. This type of learning is called reinforcement learning as 

shown in Figure 3. 

In a state of environment, the agent takes an action and receives reward and updates 

the state to a different one. Let 𝑆 denote the set of all possible states and 𝐴 denote 

the set of all possible actions. The initial state can be randomly selected from the set 

of all possible states 𝑆. Let 𝑠𝑡𝜖𝑆 denotes the state of environment at time t, 𝑠𝑡+1𝜖𝑆 

denotes the state of environment at time t+1, 𝑎𝑡𝜖𝐴 denote the action that the agent 

takes at time t and 𝑟𝑡  denote the received reward. When an agent takes action 𝑎𝑡  at 

state 𝑠𝑡 , he receives a reward 𝑟𝑡  and moves to the next state 𝑠𝑡+1. The received 

reward is a random variable because it varies from state to state and we denote it as R. 

At time t, the agent learns to select an action from the set of all possible actions 𝐴 

which can maximize the expected reward E[R] at this state [9].In our study, we model 

the state of environment as a set of successful transmission probabilities of all 

channels in the network. The successful transmission probability of a channel means 

how likely a user can transmit a packet successfully on this channel. For example, if 

the successful transmission probability of a user on a certain channel is 0.5, then we 

can say there is a probability of 0.5 for this user to transmit a packet successfully on 

this channel. As described above, the agent is responsible for updating the state of 

environment; therefore in our case, the agent is responsible for updating the 

successful transmission probabilities. 

Environment

R
e
w

a
rd

AGENT

State Action

 

Figure 3 general reinforcement learning process 
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In both User-RL schemes, the user is the learning agent; whereas in the 

Operator-RL scheme, the operator is the learning agent. 

3.2 User-RL Schemes  

In a multi-channel random access network with selfish users, the user is regarded as 

the learning agent and each user learns to update the successful transmission 

probabilities independently after each transmission. We design two User-RL schemes: 

one is User-RL-NonRetrans scheme and the other is User-RL-Retrans scheme. In 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, if collision happens, then the packet will be lost and 

will not be retransmitted in the same frame; in User-RL-Retrans scheme, if collision 

happens, the packet will be retransmitted in the same frame until it has been 

successfully transmitted or a new packet is generated. Figure 6 shows the transmission 

behavior of a certain user in the system employing the two schemes respectively. In 

Figure 4, Packet 1 and Packet 2 denote two different packets containing different 

information. 
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Transmission

T&S

W T&SWT&FT&FT&F W T&FT&FT&FT&FT&FT&FT&FWT&F

Frame 1 Frame 2

SuccessfulT S

WaitW FailedF

 Figure 4 User-RL-NonRetrans and User-RL-Retrans Scheme 

3.2.1 Utility Model of User-RL scheme 

 For successful transmission, the user gets a positive payoff which is normalized as 

1, while the user receives a zero payoff for unsuccessful transmission or no 

transmission. Let 𝑒𝑛
𝑘  denote the transmission cost, which represents the 𝑛𝑡  user’s 

transmission cost on 𝑘𝑡  channel. Once the user decides to transmit, he has to spend 

a transmission cost even though the packet is transmitted unsuccessfully, which has a 

negative effect on the utility. 

In User-RL scheme, the user makes transmission decision every time slot. As said 

previously, a packet is assumed to have a survival threshold 𝑇𝑡𝑟 . As time approaches 

the survival threshold 𝑇𝑡𝑟 , say in the 10
th 

time slot, practically the selfish user will 

prefer to transmit the packet instead of waiting, because after the survival threshold, 

the packet will be dropped directly. So in User-RL scheme, the delay factor affects the 

user’s transmission decisions. We model the delay effect as a discounting factor 𝐷𝑠 

on the transmission cost when a user fails to transmit a packet. This means the 

transmission cost for a failed transmission will be reduced as time approaches 𝑇𝑡𝑟 , 

which will encourage the user to transmit instead of waiting as time approaching 𝑇𝑡𝑟 .  
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𝐷𝑠 is modeled as below:  

 1s

sD 



                            

(3-1) 

Where0 ≤ 𝛾 < 1 .The factor 𝛾  is a constant which is determined by a specific 

application [15] and in our system, we choose it as 0.65. 𝑠 is the number of time 

slots a packet has existed in the system before it expires, and1 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 10. 

Taken transmission cost and delay effect into consideration, we can define the 

user’s utility as follows: 

                

𝑢𝑛
𝑘 =  

1 − 𝑒𝑛
𝑘                     transmit and succeed

𝐷𝑠 × (−𝑒𝑛
𝑘)            transmit and failed   

      0                              wait                                    

 

        

 (3-2) 

If the 𝑛𝑡  user successfully sends out a packet and the packet has existed for 𝑚 

time slots in the system, then the user will receive a non-discounted payoff. However, 

if the 𝑛𝑡  user unsuccessfully sends out a packet and the packet has existed 𝑠 time 

slots in the system, then the user will receive a discounted negative payoff. Based on 

this utility model, at each time slot, the user will be inclined to transmit on the channel 

where he could spend less energy and has highest probability of successful 

transmission. 

The transmission cost 𝑒𝑛
𝑘  is derived as a ratio of 𝑃𝑡  and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥  [2]. In the 

definition of the transmission cost, 𝑃𝑡  is the transmit power that just satisfies the 

SNR requirement for a successful transmission, whereas 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the maximum 

transmit power, which just satisfies the SNR requirement for a successful 

transmission at the cell border. The transmission cost is simplified as below: 

                         
𝑒𝑛
𝑘 =

 𝑟 𝑟0  
𝛼
 
𝑓𝑘

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
  

𝛽

𝑆×𝑅                            
(3-3) 

In the equation, 𝑟 is the distance from the user to the base station; 𝑟0 is the cell 

radius and we choose it as 200 m; 𝛼 is the path loss exponent and we choose it as 3 

to model the urban area; 𝑓𝑘  is the frequency of 𝑘𝑡  channel ; 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the maximum 

frequency among all channels; 𝛽 is the dependence of attenuation on frequency and 

normally it is chosen as 2; S is the shadow fading component which is log-normally 

distributed with unit mean and standard deviation 𝜎, which is selected as 4 dB; R  is 

the fast fading component which is exponentially distributed with unit mean. 

3.2.2 Learning the Probabilities 

The way of learning the successful transmission probabilities is same for both 

schemes and is described below. Let 𝑃𝑛
𝑡 =  𝑝𝑛1

𝑡 ,𝑝𝑛2
𝑡 ,…𝑝𝑛𝐾

𝑡   denote the transmission 

probabilities set of the 𝑛𝑡  user is at time slot t and K denote the total number of 

channels in the system. 𝑝𝑛𝑘
𝑡  means the successful transmission probability of the 𝑛𝑡  
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user is on channel k at time slot t. In other words, the 𝑛𝑡  user has a probability of 

𝑝𝑛𝑘
𝑡  to transmit a packet successfully on channel k at time slot t. The initial value of 

𝑃𝑛
𝑡  is chosen randomly by the 𝑛𝑡  user itself. Based on Bush-Mosteller 

Reinforcement learning algorithm [13], the successful transmission probabilities of 

the 𝑛𝑡  user is updated according to the following formula: 

              

 1
1  , if  0

          , if 0

t t t t

nk nk nk nk nkt

nk
t t t t

nk nk nk nk nk

p l s p s
p

p l s p s


     

 
                        

(3-4) 

Where 𝑙𝑛𝑘  is the learning rate and 0 < 𝑙𝑛𝑘 < 1. 𝑠𝑛𝑘
𝑡  is the stimulus factor that is 

defined as follows: 

              

  , transmit on channel 
 

0                , otherwise

t
tnk
nkt t

nk nk

Ns
p n

s Nt




 

                     (3-5) 

𝑁𝑠𝑛𝑘
𝑡  means the total number of successfully transmitted packets on channel k of the 

𝑛𝑡  user until time slot t.𝑁𝑡𝑛𝑘
𝑡  means the total number of transmitted packets on 

channel k of the 𝑛𝑡  user until time slot t. The larger is the change between the 

probabilities in this slot and the updated probabilities in the next time slot, the higher 

is 𝑠𝑛𝑘
𝑡 . The higher is the learning rate 𝑙𝑛𝑘 , the larger is the change between the 

probabilities in this slot and the next slot.  

3.2.3 Deciding Transmission Strategy 

The way of deciding transmission strategy for both schemes is also same and is 

described below. At the time slot t, expected utility of the 𝑛𝑡  user on channel k is 

defined below: 

 (1 ) (1 )t t t t t

nk nk nk nk s nkU p e p D e                           
(3-6) 

Where 𝑒𝑛𝑘
𝑡  means the energy cost of the 𝑛𝑡  user on channel k at the time slot t, and 

it can be calculated according to equation 2-4.𝐷𝑠 is the delay discounting factor 

defined in equation 2-2. 

We assume that the user can only know his own energy costs on all channels at a 

certain time slot and he doesn’t know how many users there are in the system and the 

actions of other users. Meanwhile, we assume that in the first frame, when to generate 

a packet in the first frame is randomly determined by the users and in the later frames, 

packets are generated every 20 milliseconds. The purpose of this assumption is to 

avoid unrealistic periodic collisions. Taken voice service as an example, it is more 

realistic that each user starts to make phone calls in the system at a random instant 

than that all of them start to make phone calls at the same time.  
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The 𝑛𝑡  user uses the following condition to decide whether to transmit at time 

slot t or not:  

                                

argmax

0

t
nkk

t
nk

k U

U 

  
   


 
  

 

 
                     

(3-7) 

If the above condition is satisfied, the user will decide to transmit the packet on 

channel 𝑘∗. If the above condition is not satisfied, the operator will decide to wait and 

transmit in later time slot. If a user waits constantly for more than 10 time slots, the 

packet will be dropped. 

3.3 Operator-RL Scheme 

In Operator-RL scheme, the operator learns to compete against the other operators 

by scheduling its users’ transmission to maximize its overall expected utility in a 

frame. The utility definition in Operator-RL scheme is slightly different from that of 

User-RL scheme. 

3.3.1 Utility Model of Operator-RL scheme 

 For successful transmission, the user gets a positive payoff which is normalized as 

1, while the user receives a zero payoff for unsuccessful transmission or no 

transmission. In Operator-RL scheme, we also use 𝑒𝑛
𝑘  to denote the transmission cost, 

which represents the 𝑛𝑡  user’s transmission cost on 𝑘𝑡  channel. The definition of 

𝑒𝑛
𝑘  is same as equation 3-3 in User-RL scheme.  

 We assume that the operator can know the energy costs of all his users in a frame; 

in other words, the operator will have some knowledge of the channel conditions in 

the future. This is not practical, but this will give us an upper bound on the 

performance. Based on this assumption, in each frame, the operator schedules the user 

to transmit on a certain channel at a certain time slot of this frame where the user has 

smallest transmission cost and highest probability of successful transmission. 

Therefore, we can define the user’s utility in the Operator-RL as follows: 

           𝑢𝑛
𝑘 =  

1 − 𝑒𝑛
𝑘         transmit and succeed

−𝑒𝑛
𝑘            transmit and failed   

      0                wait                                    

                  (3-8)

       
As described in Section 2, we regard 10 time slots as a frame. Let K denote the total 

number of channels in the system. Then there are 𝐾 × 10 slots in each frame. Based 

on this utility model, in one frame, the operator can schedule the user to transmit on 

one of the 𝐾 × 10 slots where the user can spend less energy cost and has highest 

probability of successful transmission.                              
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3.3.2 Learning the Probabilities 

Let 𝑃𝑚
𝑓

=  𝑝𝑚1
𝑓

,𝑝𝑚2
𝑓

,…𝑝𝑚𝐾
𝑓
  denote the transmission probabilities set of the 𝑚𝑡  

operator in frame f and K denote the total number of channels in the system. 𝑝𝑚𝑘
𝑓

 

means the successful transmission probability of the 𝑚𝑡  operator on channel k at 

frame f. In other words, the users of the 𝑚𝑡  operator have a probability of 𝑝𝑚𝑘
𝑓

 to 

transmit a packet successfully on channel k in frame f. The initial value of 𝑝𝑚
𝑓

 is 

chosen randomly by the 𝑚𝑡  operator itself. Based on Bush-Mosteller 

Reinforcement learning algorithm [13], the successful transmission probabilities of 

the thm
 
operator is updated according to the following formula: 

                  

 1
1  , if  0

          , if 0

f f f f

mk mk mk mk mkf

mk
f f f f

mk mk mk mk mk

p l s p s
p

p l s p s


     

 
                  

(3-9) 

Where 𝑙𝑚𝑘  is the learning rate and 0 < 𝑙𝑚𝑘 < 1. 𝑠𝑚𝑘
𝑓

 is the stimulus factor that is 

defined as follows: 

                  

  , transmit on channel k
 

0                , otherwise

f
fmk

mkf f

mk mk

Ns
p

s Nt




 

             (3-10) 

𝑁𝑆𝑚𝑘
𝑓

 means the total number of successfully transmitted packets on channel k of the 

𝑚𝑡  operator until the 𝑓𝑡  frame. 𝑁𝑡𝑚𝑘
𝑓

 means the total number of transmitted 

packets on channel k of the 𝑚𝑡operator until the 𝑓𝑡  frame. The larger is the 

change between the probabilities in this slot and the updated probabilities in the next 

time slot, the higher is 𝑠𝑚𝑘
𝑓 . The higher is the learning rate 𝑙𝑚𝑘 , the larger is the 

change between the probabilities in this slot and the next slot. 

Based on the above learning scheme, each operator keeps updating the successful 

transmission probabilities until they become reliable and stable. When the successful 

transmission probabilities become stable, then operators can make more accurate 

decision based on those probabilities. We assume that each operator updates the 

successful transmission probabilities every frame.  

3.3.3 Scheduling the Users 

We assume that 𝑁𝑚  represents the number of users served by the 𝑚𝑡  operator. 
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If there are K channels in the system, then the operator can assign any one of the 

𝐾 × 10 slots to a user to avoid collision among these 𝑁𝑚 , which is shown in  

Figure 5; however, we can see there are still collisions among users from different 

operators from Figure 5.  
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Figure 5 Operator Reinforcement Learning Scheme 

In order to maximize the overall utility, the operator will try to assign the slot to the 

user in which he can have the largest expected utility. At the 𝑖𝑡  time slot of the 𝑓𝑡  

frame, expected utility of the 𝑛𝑡  user of the 𝑚𝑡  operator on channel k is defined 

below: 

  E 𝑈𝑚𝑘
𝑛𝑖  = 𝑝𝑚𝑘

𝑓
∙  1 − 𝑒𝑚𝑘

𝑛𝑖  +  1 − 𝑝𝑚𝑘
𝑓
 ∙  −𝑒𝑚𝑘

𝑛𝑖       (3-11) 

Where 𝑒𝑚𝑘
𝑛𝑖  means the energy cost of the 𝑛𝑡  user of the 𝑚𝑡  operator on channel 

k at the 𝑖𝑡  time slot of the 𝑓𝑡  frame and it can be calculated according to equation 

2-4. i ranges from 1 to 10 since there are 10 time slots in a frame. 

In the mean time, the users are synchronized by the operator so that each user 

generates a packet in the beginning of a frame, which makes it easier for the operator 

the schedule the users. Then the operator can assign the slot to the thn
 
user that 

satisfies the following condition: 

,
( , ) argmax

0

ni
mki k

ni
mk

i k U

U




   
   


 
   

 

 
                     

(3-12) 

If the above condition is satisfied, then the packet of the 𝑛𝑡   user of the 𝑚𝑡  

operator will be transmitted on channel 𝑘∗ at time slot 𝑖∗ of the 𝑓𝑡  frame. If the 

above condition is not satisfied, the expected utility of the user will be zero or 

negative no matter which action it is going to take. If the expected utility is zero, the 

operator can either choose to schedule the user’s transmission or simply drop the 

packet of this user. In our study, we assume that the operator will decide to drop the 
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packet of the 𝑛𝑡  user to avoid using transmission cost. If the expected utility is less 

than zero, the operator will decide to drop the packet of the 𝑛𝑡  user to avoid 

negative utility being added to the overall utility and in the mean time, transmission 

cost is also avoided. Therefore, the operator will decide to drop the packet of the 𝑛𝑡  

user if the above condition is not satisfied.  

  To simplify the simulation, we also assume that the operator uses greedy algorithm 

to schedule the users in each frame. Let 𝑁𝑟𝑠  denote the available number of slots that 

haven’t be assigned to a user by the 𝑚𝑡  operator in the 𝑓𝑡  frame. Let Nu  denote 

the number of users that haven’t be scheduled by the  𝑚𝑡  operator in the 𝑓𝑡  

frame. The initial value of 𝑁𝑟𝑠  is 𝐾 × 10. In our study, 𝑁𝑟𝑠  is assumed to be larger 

than Nu . The greedy algorithm works in the following procedure:  

 Step 1: the 𝑚𝑡  operator randomly selects a user from the Nu  users and 

calculates the expected utility of this user over 𝑁𝑟𝑠  available slots.  

 Step 2: Decide the user’s transmission schedule based on 3-4 and update :  

- If the condition 3-4 is satisfied, schedule the user to transmit.       

𝑁𝑟𝑠 = 𝑁𝑟𝑠 − 1. 𝑁𝑢 = 𝑁𝑢 − 1 

- If the condition is not satisfied, the packet of the will be discarded.. 

𝑁𝑢 = 𝑁𝑢 − 1 

 Step 3: Repeat Step 1 and Step 2 until all the users have been scheduled. 

The greedy algorithm will not always give the transmission schedule that will 

maximize the sum utility; however the sum utility obtained using this algorithm will 

be more and more close to the maximum sum utility as the number of users in the 

system increases. 
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4 Performance Metrics 

As said in the problem definition part, there are several performance metrics used 

in the study to evaluate the performance of the selfish MRA system that employs 

proposed schemes.  

4.1 Average Packet Loss Rate 

  A packet will be considered lost in two conditions. One is when collision happens, 

the packet is lost. The other condition is that a packet without transmission will be 

dropped after the survival threshold 𝑇𝑡𝑟  by the user and will also be regarded as a 

lost packet. Assuming in certain time duration, the total number of generated packets 

of the 𝑛𝑡  user is denoted as 𝐺𝑛  and the total number of lost packets of the 𝑛𝑡  

user is denoted as 𝐿𝑛 . N is the total number of users in the system. Then the average 

packet loss rate (𝑃𝑙𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟 ) can be calculated as: 
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100%
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(4-1) 

4.2 Consecutive Packet Loss 

As shown in Figure 6, if there are three adjacent lost packets that contain different 

voice information in a certain period of time, then we say the number of consecutive 

lost packets in this period is 3. If there is only one lost packet in a certain period of 

time, then we say the number of consecutive lost packets during this period is 0.  
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Figure 6 consecutive packet losses 

Assuming in certain time duration, the total number of consecutive lost packets of the 

𝑛𝑡  user is denoted as 𝐶𝐿𝑛 . Then added up all the consecutive lost packets of the 

𝑛𝑡  user,𝐶𝐿𝑛  is obtained. As described in the System Model part, we simply take the 

packet size defined in G.711 codec in our system as a representative of packet sizes of 

other possible codec. In the G.711 codec, the packet size (𝑆) is 218 bytes which 

equals 20 milliseconds of speech [14]. Then the average time duration of consecutive 

packet loss per user (𝐶𝐿) is calculated as below: 

                   𝐶𝐿 =
  𝐶𝐿𝑛

𝑁
𝑛=1  

𝑁
× 20 (milliseconds)                (4-2) 
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4.3 Average Delay (latency) 

As described in the Introduction part, packet delay consists of coding delay, 

serialization delay, propagation delay, network queuing delay, de-jitter buffer delay 

and decoding delay. In our model, we only consider delay in the MAC layer and that 

means we will ignore network queuing delay and de-jitter buffer delay. Meanwhile, 

we do not consider coding delay and decoding delay in the system. Since the 

propagation time of a packet in cellular network is also very small, propagation delay 

can be ignored as well. In our model, delay in the MAC layer is made up of the period 

of time that a packet waits in the MAC layer after it is generated and the packet 

transmission time. Furthermore, we only consider the delay of the successfully 

transmitted packet to calculate the average delay because delay means the delay of 

packet delivery, in other words, it means the time from a packet is generated to it is 

successfully transmitted. The delay of the successfully transmitted 𝑚𝑡  packet of the 

𝑛𝑡  user is defined as 𝐷𝑛
𝑚 . Assuming in certain time duration, the total number of 

packets successfully transmitted by the 𝑛𝑡  user is denoted as 𝑀𝑛 . N is the total 

number of users in the system. Then the average delay of the system (𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟 ) can 

be obtained by the following equation: 
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(milliseconds)                (4-3) 

4.4 Average Jitter 

  Jitter means the variation in latency, or packet delay. Consistent or similar packet 

delay is good for reliable voice services [6]. In our study, we calculate the Jitter by 

taking the absolute value of difference between adjacent packet delay samples and 

summing those differences up and then dividing by the number of delay samples 

(minus 1). This jitter measurement is called absolute jitter [16]. 

Let’s take Figure 2 as an example, there are three delay samples: delay 1, delay2 

and delay3. Delay1 equals 1 time slot. Delay2 equals 4 time slots. Delay3 equals 5 

time slots. The length of a time slot is 2 milliseconds as defined previously. Then the 

jitter is calculated as: 

 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦2 − 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦1| + |𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦3 − 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦2|  

3 − 1
∙ 2 =

 4 − 1 + |5 − 4|

2
∙ 2 = 4𝑚𝑠 

Using the method described above, we can calculate the jitter of each user. Assuming 

in certain time duration, the Jitter of the 𝑛𝑡  user is defined as 𝐽𝑛  and then the 

average jitter (𝐽𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟 ) is obtained as: 
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(4-4) 
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4.5 Throughput per Channel per Time Slot 

Throughput per channel indicates the efficiency of the system from a resource 

utilization point of view. It is defined as the number of successfully transmitted 

packets per time slot. Let 𝐼 denote the total number of time slots. The total number of 

packets successfully transmitted in the 𝐼 time slots by the 𝑛𝑡  user is denoted as 

𝑁𝑠𝑛 . There are K channels and N users in the system. The throughput is defined as the 

number of successfully transmitted packets per time slot. Therefore, the throughput 

per channel (𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑐 ) is defined as: 

                         𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑐  =
 𝑁𝑠𝑛𝑁
𝑛=1

𝐾∙𝐼
                       (4-5) 

4.6 Utility per User per Time Slot 

As mentioned previously, throughput results indicate the efficiency of the system 

from a resource utilization point of view. In contrast, the utility per user indicates the 

efficiency of the system as it is perceived by the users. The utility of the 𝑛𝑡  user in 

the 𝑖𝑡  time slot is denoted as 𝑢𝑛
𝑡 , which is calculated by formula 2-3. Let 𝐼 denote 

the total number of time slots. Then the utility per channel per time slot（𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟）is 

calculated as： 

                         𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟 =
  𝑢𝑛

𝑡𝐼
𝑖=1

𝑁
𝑛=1

𝑁∙𝐼
                       (4-6) 
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5. Methodology 

We implement a Mote-Carlo simulator. All users are randomly located in the area 

in every realization. In one realization, we assume that the location of the user in the 

system does not change so much that his shadow fading does not change too much. 

However, his Rayleigh fading changes in every time slot. We also assume that the 

algorithm will converge faster than the change in the shadow fading. We compare the 

performance of the schemes under different scenarios. Different scenario has different 

number of channels and different number of users.  

As described in the previous section, in each time slot, the users are making the 

decisions that will maximize their expected utilities when the successful transmission 

probabilities become stable. Meanwhile, in each frame, the operators are making the 

decisions that will maximize their overall expected utilities when the successful 

transmission probabilities become stable. Let’s assume at the time slot t, the 

successful transmission probabilities become stable; then the results obtained after the 

time slot t can be used to reflect the system performance. Therefore, in the beginning, 

we need to study the learning process and try to find out this time point. 

5.1 Learning Process 

We take a look at the two- user-two-channel case as an example to illustrate how 

the learning algorithm progresses in time. The result is shown in Figure 7. We obtain 

the learning process of the two users by using Operator-RL scheme, 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme and User-RL-Retrans scheme respectively. As shown in 

Figure 8, for the three schemes, the successful transmission probabilities changes a lot 

in the first 400 time slots, changes slowly from 400𝑡  time slot to 1000𝑡  time slot. 

After 1000𝑡  time slots, there still exists minor (approximately 0.2 ) difference 

between each time slot because the players are still updating their probabilities based 

on the received reward. Because the difference is very small, the successful 

probabilities can be considered to be stable after 1000𝑡  time slot; then results 

obtained after the 1000𝑡  time slot can be used to reflect the system performance. 

We observe similar results for the other simulation scenarios. Therefore, we will focus 

on studying the results obtained after the 1000𝑡  time slot. 

In the User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, the successful transmission probabilities of 

both users on both channels are very high. There are two reasons. One is that in 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, there are fewer collisions. Another reason is that there 

are just two users while there are two channels (20 time slots for each user to transmit 

a packet in a frame), which also reduces the collision. 

In the User-RL-Retrans scheme and Operator-RL scheme, the user 1(operator 1) 

will choose to transmit on channel 1 and user 2 (operator 2) will choose to transmit on 

channel 2 for most of the time after 1000𝑡  time slot, so collision is reduced which 

means both players will receive positive reward for most of the time slots. Therefore, 

the transmission probability will become more and more stable. 
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Figure 7 Successful Transmission Probabilities on Channel 1 and Channel 2 of Two-user-Two-channel case 

5.2 Simulation Parameters 

The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Simulation Parameters 

Cell Radius(𝑟0) 200 m  

Nr. Of Channels(K) 2,4,8,16  

Traffic load(T) 1,2,4,8,16 The unit is users per channel 

Nr. Of Users(N) K × T E.g.K = 2, N = K × T = 2,4,8,16,32 

Nr. Of Operators(M) 2 We assume there are two operators sharing the spectrum; the 

number of users served by these two operators is the same. 

Standard Deviation of 

Shadow Fading 

4 dB The Shadow Fading is log-normally distributed with unit mean 

and 4 dB deviation 

Mean Value of Rayleigh 

Fading 

1 The Rayleigh Fading is exponentially distributed with unit 

mean 

Minimum Frequency of 

Channels(𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) 

500 MHz  

Maximum Frequency of 

Channels(𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) 

𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 × 𝐾 E.g.K = 2,𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 × K = 1000 MHz 

Path Loss Exponent(α)      3 We model the urban area. 

Dependence of 

Attenuation on 

Frequency(β) 

     2 Normally, it is chosen as 2 

Delay Discounting 

factor(𝐷𝑠) 

0.65(s−1) 1 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 10, 𝑠 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 

Learning Rate(𝑙𝑛𝑘 )     0.65  
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Nr. Of Realizations     400 Under a certain combination of K andT , there will be 400 

simulation results. Then by averaging this 400 simulation 

results, we obtain the final results of this combination. 

Nr. Of Time Slots in 

Each Realization 

   1200 In each realization, the successful transmission probabilities 

will be updated 1200 times and we take the results in the last 

200 time slots and average them to obtain the final result of this 

realization. 

Confidence Interval     95%  
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6. Simulation Results 

In this section, the performance of the User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, 

User-RL-Retrans scheme, Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL scheme are 

compared in terms of average delay, average jitter, packet loss rate and consecutive 

packet loss. The throughput per channel and utility per user are also analyzed in this 

section to study the efficiency of the system from a resource utilization point of view 

and from the perspective of user. Noteworthily, the results are not only valid for voice 

services but also valid for a more general class of delay-sensitive services, although 

the performance metrics considered in the study are most relevant to voice services. 

In this section, we give results for the simulation cases in which there are 8 

channels in the system. The complete set of results for 2, 4 and 8 channels are in the 

appendix.   

6.1 Average Packet Loss Rate 

Ideally, there shouldn’t be any packet loss for good quality of voice services. If 

there are some lost packets and the number of the lost packets is within a certain range 

and the total length of consecutive packet loss is acceptable, then a technique called 

Packet Loss Concealment (PLC) can be used to mask the effects of lost packets. 

Practically, if no more than 20% of packets are lost, users can still have reasonable 

voice communication quality by applying PLC[3].Therefore, we study the average 

packet loss rate of the system over different traffic load and we select the 8-channel 

scenario as an example to show the results of the packet loss rate. The result of the 

8-channel scenario is shown in Figure 8. The confidence interval is shown in Table 1. 

As shown in Figure 8, when the traffic load is no more than 8 users per channel, 

Operator-RL scheme and User-RL-NonRetrans scheme can give a satisfactory packet 

loss rate which is less than 20%. Operator-NL Scheme can only give satisfactory 

packet loss rate when the traffic load is less than 4 users per channel because if two 

operators randomly schedule the users, there is high probability that they schedule the 

users to transmit in the same time slots and then more collisions happen and more 

packets are lost compared to the other schemes. For User-RL-Retrans scheme, it gives 

similar performance as User-RL-NonRetrans scheme for very low traffic loads 

(≤ 2 users/channel) and then the User-RL-NonRetrans scheme always gives a 

packet loss rate larger than 20%. 

In User-RL-Retrans scheme, every user can transmit a packet several times in a 

frame which increases the number of collisions compared to User-RL-NonRetrans 

scheme. For example: there are three users. User 1 and User 2 decide to transmit a 

packet for the first time in the 1
st
 time slot in the same frame while User 3 decides to 

transmit a packet for the first time in the 10
th 

time slot in the same frame. In the 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, the packets of User 1 and User 2 will be lost because of 

collision while the packet of User 3 can be successfully transmitted. However, in 

User-RL-Retrans scheme, User 1 and User 2 may decide to transmit their packets for 

a second time in the 10
th

 time slot and the packet of User 3 will be lost for good.  
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It can also be noticed that packet loss rate increases as traffic load increases. There 

are two reasons accounting for this. One is that as traffic load increases, more and 

more collisions happen. Another reason is as traffic load increases, the successful 

transmission probabilities will be reduced so more users will choose not to transmit 

their packets to save energy. Those un-transmitted packets will be dropped when new 

packets are generated and they are part of the lost packets. When the traffic load is 16, 

the system will have very high packet loss rate. Even if the system applying 

Operator-RL scheme, it will have a packet loss rate nearly 70%.  

From Figure 8, we can conclude that the Operator-RL scheme and 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme can be applied to provide satisfactory quality of service 

with respect to packet loss rate under a moderately low traffic load. Operator-NL 

scheme and User-RL-Retrans scheme are not appropriate to be employed since they 

can just have acceptable packet loss rate when the traffic load is very small (<=2). 

Figure 8  Packet Loss Rate Comparison among User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, User-RL-Retrans scheme, 

Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL scheme 
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Table 1: 95% Confidence interval of Packet Loss Rate 

    Traffic-load 

Schemes  

 

1 users/channel 

 

2 users/channel 

 

4 users/channel 

 

8 users/channel 

 

16 users/channel 

Operator-RL [0.0518,0.0520] [0.0976,0.1012] [0.1936,0.1943] [0.3935,0.3944] [0.7997,0.8002] 

Operator-NL [0.0025,0.0025] [0.0026,0.0026] [0.0048,0.0048] [0.0130,0.0130] [0.6704,0.6705] 

User-RL-Retrans [0.0025,0.0025] [0.0026,0.0026] [0.4458,0.4459] [0.9030,0.9031] [0.9805,0.9806] 

User-RL-NonRetrans [0.0026,0.0026] [0.0026,0.0026] [0.0610,0.06140] [0.1530,0.1530] [0.6905,0.6906] 

6.2 Consecutive Packet Loss 

If we want to employ the Packet Loss Concealment (PLC) technique, the 

acceptable consecutive packet loss should be no more than 30 milliseconds of speech 

as described in [4]. Therefore, we also study the consecutive packet loss of the four 

schemes. As we did previously, we select the 8-channel scenario to show the 

consecutive packet loss of the system. The result is shown in Figure 9 and the 

confidence interval is shown in Table 2. 

As shown in Figure 9, the length of the consecutive packet loss per user is no more 

than 30 milliseconds for all the schemes when the traffic load is no more than 8 users 

per channel. When the traffic load is 2 users per channel, the consecutive packet loss 

for the four schemes are quite similar. When the traffic load is 16 users per channel, 

the Operator-RL scheme and User-RL-NonRetrans scheme result in consecutive 

packet loss less than 30 milliseconds. Because the confidence interval of the 

consecutive packet loss of the Operator-NL scheme shows the consecutive packet loss 

can be as high as 30.08 milliseconds, we can’t say it gives acceptable consecutive 

packet loss though the figure shows it gives a consecutive packet loss around 30 

milliseconds. Normally, if a scheme gives less packet loss rate, it also gives less 

consecutive packet loss. Operator-RL scheme has the smallest packet loss rate as 

shown in Figure 8. This also explains why the Operator-RL scheme has smallest 

consecutive packet loss when the traffic load is larger than 2 users per channel. 

From Figure 9, we can also see that the User-RL-Retrans scheme has larger 

consecutive packet loss than that of User-RL-NonRetrans scheme. When traffic load 

is larger than 8, the User-RL-Retrans scheme will give a consecutive packet loss 

larger than 30 milliseconds. This is because retransmission leads to more collisions. 

And we can also explain this with respect to Packet Loss Rate. Because the packet 

loss rate of User-RL-Retrans scheme is much higher than that of 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, there is large probability that the consecutive packet 

loss of User-RL-Retrans scheme is larger than that of User-RL-NonRetrans scheme. 

As shown in Figure 9, as traffic load increases, the consecutive packet loss 

increases. One reason is that more and more collisions happen as traffic load increases 

and more packets are lost which may increase the consecutive packet loss. Another 

reason is more and more packets will be dropped without transmission by the users 
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because the successful transmission probabilities become smaller as the traffic load 

increases. 

From Figure 9, we can conclude that Operator-RL scheme and 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme are more acceptable with respect to consecutive packet 

loss criteria that we used.  

Figure 9  Consecutive Packet Loss Rate Comparisons among User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, User-RL-Retrans 

scheme, Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL scheme 

Table 2: 95% Confidence interval of Consecutive Packet Loss 

    Traffic-load 

Schemes  

 

1 users/channel 

 

2 users/channel 

 

4 users/channel 

 

8users/channel 

 

16 users/channel 

Operator-RL [0.1943,0.1957] [0.7070,0.7155] [2.6536,2.6726] [9.4710,9.5192] [29.9870,30.0898] 

Operator-NL [0.0033,0.0033] [0.0067,0.0067] [0.0162,0.0163] [0.0668,0.0669] [23.4057,23.4095] 

User-RL-Retrans [0.0034,0.0034] [0.0652,0.0657] [14.8972,14.9570] [34.7355,34.7461] [39.1561 ,39.1565] 

User-RL-NonRetrans [0.0033,0.0034] [0.0221,0.0229] [0.8683 ,0.8755] [7.1833 ,7.2121] [25.9200 ,25.9225] 

6.3 Average Delay (Latency) 

For voice services, the acceptable delay should be no more than 150 ms according 

to ITU_T G.114 standard [6]. As described in section 4.1, we only consider delay in 

the MAC layer delay and ignore the network queuing delay and de-jitter buffer delay. 

As described previously, the MAC layer delay considered in our model is made up of 

waiting time in the MAC layer and transmission time of a packet. In reality, the delay 
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is largely caused by network queuing delay and de-jitter buffer delay which can be 

added up to 100 ms or more [6]. Therefore, the MAC layer delay considered in our 

model will be far less than the 150ms acceptable delay proposed by ITU_T G.114 

standard. The queuing delay in the network is less controllable than the MAC layer 

delay because it depends largely on the how busy the traffic is; therefore, to keep the 

MAC layer delay as small as possible is necessary to provide good quality service. If 

the network queuing delay and de-jitter buffer delay add up to 90 ms, then the MAC 

layer delay can be 60 ms or less. If the network queuing delay and de-jitter buffer 

delay add up to 130 ms, then the MAC layer delay should be kept less than 20 ms to 

provide good quality service. In our case we are going to study the average MAC 

layer delay over different traffic loads of these four schemes to study which scheme 

provide smallest packet delay. 

The results are shown in Figure 10 and we only select the 8-channel scenario to 

analyze the effect of the proposed schemes on average delay of the system. The 

confidence interval is shown in Table 3. As shown in the figure, all the schemes can 

provide a delay less than 14 milliseconds and User-RL-NonRetrans scheme leads to 

the smallest latency. It can also be observed in Figure 10 that Operator-RL scheme 

and Operator-NL scheme have much higher delay than User-RL-NonRetrans scheme. 

In the Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL scheme, operator schedules the user to 

transmit, so the user can be schedule to transmit a packet 8 time slots after it is 

generated. By doing this, the delay of this packet is increased. In the long run, the 

overall delay increases thus the average delay increases as well. For the 

User-RL-Retrans scheme, it leads to very small delay when the traffic load is no more 

than 2 users per channel.  

From Table 3, we can also see that the average delay of the two User-RL schemes 

increases as traffic load increases. When there are more users in the system, if all 

users transmit at the same time, a lot of collisions will happen. Therefore, some users 

learn to transmit several time slots after a packet is generated, which reduces the 

collisions while increasing the average delay. The increase is more obvious for 

User-RL-Retrans scheme, because in User-RL-Retrans scheme, the increase in delay 

is not only caused by the increase of number of users but also by retransmission. If 

collision happens and the packet is lost in 1
st

 time slot, the packet can still be 

retransmitted in a later time slot, say the 8
th

 time slot. In this case, the delay of this 

packet is 8 × 2 = 16  milliseconds; therefore, the delay increases because of 

retransmission.  
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Figure 10 Average Delay Comparisons among User-RL-Nonretrans scheme, User-RL-Retrans scheme, 

Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL scheme 

Table 3: 95% Confidence interval of the average delay 

    Traffic-load 

Schemes  

 

1 users/channel 

 

2 users/channel 

 

4 users/channel 

 

8users/channel 

 

16 users/channel 

Operator-RL [10.953,10.968] [10.995,11.006] [11.003,11.007] [10.992,11.002] [10.974,11.005] 

Operator-NL [10.402,10.504] [10.994,11.008] [11.010,11.011] [10.994,11.003] [10.520,10.523] 

User-RL-Retrans [2.0180 ,2.0183] [2.1048 ,2.1074] [6.1531 ,6.1567] [9.1552 ,9.2124] [10.349,10.469] 

User-RL-NonRetrans [2.0010 ,2.0010] [2.0018 ,2.0018] [2.0045,2.0045] [2.0152 ,2.0152] [2.0600 ,2.0601] 

6.4 Delay Distribution 

To have a better understanding of the average delay results, we can take a look at 

the delay distribution at the 32-user-8-channel case, which means the traffic load is 4 

users per channel. The delay distribution of user 1 of operator 1 is shown in Figure 11. 

As shown in Figure 11, the packet delay of User 1 is one time slot for most of the 

packets in the User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, which explains why 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme has the smallest average delay in Figure 10. Note that in 

the system that employs User-RL schemes, each user generates a packet at different 

starting point as we described in section 3.2.3, which means they don’t need to 

generate a packet in the first time slot of each frame, unlike the users in the 

Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL scheme, which generate packets in at 

beginning of each frame. Therefore, the delay of most packets is 1 time slot doesn’t 
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mean that they are transmitted in the first time slot of a frame; instead it means most 

packets is transmitted successfully one time slot after it is generated. In the 

Operator-RL and Operator-NL scheme, the packet delay can be as large as 10 time 

slots; this is because in these two schemes, operator schedules the user to transmit 

based on his knowledge of User 1’s energy cost in a frame. So the user can be 

scheduled to transmit in the 1
st
 time slot in one frame while the same user may be 

scheduled to transmit in the 8
th

 time slot in another frame.  

Figure 11 Delay distribution of user 1 of operator 1 at the 32-user-8-channel case 

6.5 Average Jitter 

Jitter is an important indicator in measuring the quality of voice services, so we are 

going to study the average jitter of the system by applying the four schemes. The 

acceptable level of jitter is determined by the de-jitter buffer size of the system. If the 

de-jitter buffer size is 50 milliseconds, then the jitter should be no more than 50 

milliseconds; otherwise, the packet will be discarded. Normally, the de-jitter buffer 

size is around 50-100 milliseconds [3] so the acceptable jitter should be less than 100 

milliseconds in most cases. As we said previously, network queuing delay can ranges 

from several milliseconds to hundreds of milliseconds which is the main factor that 

causes jitter. Since we just consider the MAC layer delay in our analysis, the jitter we 

obtained will be far less than 100 milliseconds. Even though the variance of MAC 

layer delay is not the main reason for the jitter, it is still necessary to keep it as small 

as possible. Therefore, we compare the jitter of the system by applying the four 

schemes and same as we did in the analysis of delay effect, we only select 8-channel 

scenario as an example and the result is shown in Figure 12 and the 95% confidence 
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interval is shown in Table 4.  

As shown in Figure 12 and Table 4, all of the four schemes can result in a jitter less 

than 8 milliseconds. As we said previously, we didn’t consider the jitter caused by the 

network queuing delay; therefore, the jitter of the system by applying the four 

schemes are all far less than 100 milliseconds. But we can still observe that the 

User-RL schemes lead to a much smaller jitter than the Operator-RL scheme and 

Operator NL scheme. The systems employing Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL 

scheme have very high jitter, which are around 6.5 milliseconds. Because in the 

system applying Operator-RL scheme or Operator-NL scheme, a user can have a 

delay of 2 milliseconds in one frame while have a delay of 10 milliseconds in another 

frame when operator schedules the user to transmit; then the delay of a user can vary 

from frame to frame. The time slot allocation of the operator doesn’t try to minimize 

the jitter; instead, the operators allocate the users to the time slots to maximize the 

overall expected utility. So the variance of delay, or jitter, can be very high. If the 

operator tries to minimize the jitter, then the users would be scheduled to transmit at a 

time slot that is not so advantageous in terms of transmission power.  

For User-RL-Retrans scheme, the jitter increases obviously as the traffic load 

increases but it is still less than that of the system employing Operator-RL scheme. 

The User-RL-NonRetrans scheme has smallest jitter. In User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, 

the delay of a user is very small in the first place and doesn’t change a lot so the jitter 

of the system employing this scheme is very small. We can use the results obtained in 

Figure 11 to explain this as well. As shown in Figure 11, in User-RL-NonRetrans 

scheme, most of the packets are transmitted 1 time slot after they are generated, 

therefore, the variance of the delay, or jitter, is small. We can also see that the jitter of 

both schemes increases as traffic load increases. When there are more users in the 

system, the successful transmission probabilities will decrease and the user can only 

transmit a packet in the time slots in which he has very good channel condition. For 

example, he may transmit a packet one time slot after it is generated in one frame and 

8 time slots after it is generated in another frame. That’s why the variance of delay 

increases as traffic load increases. 
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Figure 12 Jitter comparisons among User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, User-RL-Retrans scheme, Operator-RL scheme 

and Operator-NL scheme 

Table 4: 95% Confidence interval of the jitter 

    Traffic-load 

 

Schemes  

 

1 users/channel 

 

2 users/channel 

 

4 users/channel 

 

8users/channel 

 

16 

users/channel 

Operator-RL [6.2982,6.3471] [6.3902,.6.4262] [6.9094,7.4011] [6.4655,6.5409] [6.3632,6.4220] 

Operator-NL [6.5671,6.5881] [6.4912,6.5502]. [6.5972,6.6002] [6.5959,6.5972] [6.6269,6.6364] 

User-RL-Retrans [0.0017,0.0017] [0.0094,0.0094] [0.4111 ,0.4172] [1.2252,1.2322] [1.9482 ,1.9880] 

User-RL-NonRetrans [0.0001,0.0001] [0.0001,0.0001] [0.0001,0.0001] [0.0001,0.0001] [0.0037,0.0037] 

6.6 Throughput per Channel and Utility per User 

As mentioned previously, throughput results indicate the efficiency of the system 

from a resource utilization point of view. The throughput per channel is studied first 

in this section and the utility per user indicate the efficiency of the system as it is 

perceived by the users. Therefore, we are going to study the throughput per channel 

and utility per user in the following sections in order to analyze the system 

performance more comprehensively. 
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6.6.1 Throughput per Channel per Time Slot 

Throughput is defined as the number of successfully transmitted packets per time 

slot. Throughput per channel is defined as the number of successfully transmitted 

packets per time slot per channel. The larger is the throughput per channel; the better 

is the system performance. Figure 13 shows the throughput per channel of the system 

when there are 8 channels and the confidence interval is shown in Table 5.  

As shown in Figure 13, the four schemes can give similar throughput per channel 

under low traffic load (<=4 users per channel).As shown in Table 4, the throughput 

per channel of Operator-RL scheme is slightly higher than the other three schemes 

when the traffic load is 4. Under high traffic load (>=8 users per channel), the 

Operator-RL scheme gives a noticeably higher throughput per channel. In 

Operator-RL scheme, there is no collision among users belonging to one operator so 

more packets can be successfully transmitted which increases the throughput.  

Though the throughput per channel of User-RL-NonRetrans scheme is not as high 

as that of Operator-RL scheme, it also gives a relatively high throughput per channel. 

The throughput per channel of User-RL-NonRetrans scheme is always higher than 

that of Operator-NL scheme because in the Operator-NL scheme, two operators 

schedule the users’ transmission randomly which leads to lots of collisions. 

We can also observe from Table 5, the throughput per channel of User-RL-Retrans 

scheme is slightly better than that of User-RL-NonRetrans scheme when the traffic 

load is no more than 2 users per channel. This is because when the traffic load is low, 

there are not so many users in the system, which gives chance for the user to 

retransmit a packet successfully. However, as traffic load increases to 4 users per 

channel, the advantage of User-RL-NonRetrans scheme become obvious over 

User-RL-Retrans scheme. This is because as the number of users increases in the 

system, the number of collisions increases. Retransmission will add additional 

collisions to the system which will degrade the system performance. 

Another interesting finding is the throughput per channel increases in the beginning 

and then decreases as the traffic load increases which is different from the trend of 

packet loss rate. Two reasons account for this. One is as traffic load increases, the 

number of collisions increases. Another reason is more and more packets will be 

dropped without transmission when the traffic load is higher than 8 users per channel, 

so the number of transmitted packets at this traffic load is smaller than that when the 

traffic load is 8 users per channel. As a result, the number of successfully transmitted 

packets is smaller when the traffic load is 16 users per channel than that when the 

traffic load is 8 users per channel. This explains why the throughput per channel 

decreases as the traffic load increases from 8 users per channel to 16 users per 

channel. 

From Figure 13, we can also conclude that the Operator-RL scheme and the 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme are more appropriate to be applied in open spectrum 
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because they provide high throughput per channel. 

Figure 13 Throughput per Channel Comparisons among User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, User-RL-Retrans scheme, 

Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL scheme 

Table 5: 95% Confidence interval of Throughput per Channel 

    Traffic-load 

Schemes  

 

1 users/channel 

 

2 users/channel 

 

4 users/channel 

 

8users/channel 

 

16 users/channel 

Operator-RL [0.0995,0.0995] [0.1803,0.1804] [0.3223,0.3224] [0.4845,0.4851] [0.3220,0.3221] 

Operator-NL [0.0997,0.0997] [0.1995,0.1995] [0.398,0.398] [0.8090,0.8091] [0.6281,0.6281] 

User-RL-Retrans [0.0997,0.0997] [0.1993,0.1993] [0.2205,0.2216] [0.0901,0.0903] [0.0296,0.0296] 

User-RL-NonRetrans [0.0993,0.0993] [0.1962,0.1962] [0.3755,0.3756] [0.5875,0.5879] [0.4617,0.4618] 

6.6.2 Utility per User per Time Slot 

As we said previously, in the User-RL-NonRetrans scheme and User-RL-Retrans 

scheme, user learns to find the best transmission strategy that can maximize the 

expected utility each time slot. In the Operator-RL Scheme, operator learns to find the 

best scheduling method that can maximize the sum expected utilities in every frame. 

As shown in section 3.2.1 and 3.3.1, we take energy cost into consideration when 

defining the utility model of both User-RL scheme and Operator-RL scheme. Based 

on these utility models, in User-RL scheme, the user learns to transmit on the channel 
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where he could spend less energy cost at each time slot; in Operator-RL scheme, the 

operator schedules the user to transmit on the channel at certain time slot of each 

frame where the user could spend less energy cost. Therefore, the utility results 

capture the energy efficiency to some extent. From the perspective of the user, the 

utility per user per time slot can give them the information that how much utility he 

can receive by transmitting a packet in a frame. Therefore, we are going to study the 

utility per user in this section. Figure 14 shows the utility per user of the system when 

there are 8 channels and the confidence interval is shown in Table 6.  

As shown in Figure 14, Operator-RL scheme always gives highest utility per user 

per time slot when the traffic load and the number of channels are the same. The 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme gives higher utility per user than that of Operator-NL 

scheme. User-RL-NonRetrans scheme always give a higher utility per user per time 

slot than that of User-RL-Retrans scheme when the traffic load is larger than 4 users 

per channel. And we can also observe that the User-RL-Retrans scheme even gives a 

negative utility under high traffic load (>=8 users per channel). This means if a user 

decides to transmit in a system employing Retransmission User Learning Scheme 

under high traffic load (>=8), he is more likely to transmit unsuccessfully. 

We can also observe that as traffic load increases, the utility per user per time slot 

decreases because it becomes more and more difficult for a user to transmit a packet 

successfully 

 

Figure 14 Utility per User Comparisons among User-RL-NonRetrans scheme, User-RL-Retrans scheme, 

Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL scheme 
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Table 6: 95% Confidence interval of Utility per User 

    Traffic-load 

Schemes  

 

1 users/channel 

 

2 users/channel 

 

4 users/channel 

 

8users/channel 

 

16 users/channel 

Operator-RL [0.0942,0.0946] [0.0896,0.0897] [0.07967,0.07968] [0.0582,0.0583] [0.0160,0.0161] 

Operator-NL [0.0946,0.0947] [0.0957,0.0957] [0.0957,0.0957] [0.0933,0.0933] [0.03071,0.03074] 

User-RL-Retrans [0.0931,0.0931] [0.0936,0.0936] [0.0446,0.0446] [0.0043,0.00423] [-0.0012,-0.0012] 

User-RL-NonRetrans [0.0942,0.0942] [0.0936,0.0936] [0.08607,0.08608] [0.06439,0.0644] [0.0230,0.02300] 
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7. Conclusion 

In this thesis, we have studied how the delay sensitive services can be provided in 

the unlicensed spectrum and how the user can learn to select its transmission strategy 

in a selfish decentralized multichannel random access network.To solve this problem, 

we designed two User-RL Schemes: one is “User Reinforcement Learning 

Retransmission (User-RL-Retrans)” scheme and the other is “User Reinforcement 

Learning Non-retransmission (User-RL-NonRetrans)” scheme.  

By studying the latency, jitter, packet loss rate and consecutive packet loss of the 

systems which employ the two User-RL schemes respectively, we find that the system 

that employ the User-RL-NonRetrans scheme can satisfy the quality of service 

requirement of delay-sensitive service like voice services when the traffic load is no 

more than 8 users per channel when there are 8 channels. More specifically, when the 

traffic load is no more than 8 users per channel, the User-RL-NonRetrans scheme can 

have a average delay less than 50 milliseconds, a jitter less than 2 milliseconds, a 

packet loss rate less than 20% and a total length of consecutive packet loss less than 

30 milliseconds. However, the system employing User-RL-Retrans scheme can only 

satisfy the quality of service requirement when the traffic load is less or equal 2 users 

per channel. When the traffic load is larger than 2, the system employing 

User-RL-Retrans scheme will have a packet loss rate higher than 40%, which is not 

acceptable according to quality of service requirement. Therefore, the 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme is more suitable to be employed in the selfish 

decentralized system. 

By comparing the User-RL schemes with Operator-RL scheme and Operator-NL 

scheme, we find the one applying Operator-NL scheme has the worst performance. 

Though the Operator-RL scheme has better performance than User-RL-NonRetrans 

scheme in terms of packet loss rate, consecutive packet loss, throughput and utility, it 

gives larger latency and jitter than User-RL-NonRetrans scheme since scheduling in 

the Operator-RL scheme will increase the variance of delay. Both Operator-RL 

scheme and User-RL-NonRetrans scheme provide satisfactory quality of service, but 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme would be more preferable to the Operator-RL scheme 

because it does not require the control signalling that is used in the Operator-RL 

scheme to schedule the users. 

Because of the scarcity of the spectrum, it would be possible that operators decide 

to use unlicensed spectrum to provide services in the real world. If the operators 

provide delay-sensitive services in the unlicensed spectrum using the 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme proposed in our study, the equipment cost will be 

reduced because the User-RL-NonRetrans scheme can provide satisfactory quality of 

service without requiring any controlling devices.  

For the regulators, our study can be interesting. As the spectrum recources are 

limited, the regulator may try to release more spectrum for the unlicensed use; 

however, in unlicensed spectrum, the quality of service will be degraded. Therefore, 
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the regulator will need to study how the quality of service in unlicensed spectrum will 

be like in order to decide whether to open more spectrum or not. Our study can be a 

reference for the regulator to see how much the quality of delay-sensitive service will 

be degraded in the unlicensed spectrum. 
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8. Future Work  

In our study, we made the delay discounting factor and the learning rate two as two 

constants and didn’t study the effect of these two factors on the system. It could be 

interesting to study how the system performance would be when these two factors 

change in the future. It could also be interesting to study how the interference outside 

the system affects the system performance and whether the system that employing the 

User-RL-NonRetrans scheme can still have acceptable quality of service if there are 

some users outside the system tries to access the channels in the system. Although the 

utility per user per time slot captures the energy efficiency to some extent, it is not so 

straightforward. Therefore, it could be useful to describe the energy efficiency in a 

more detailed way in the future. 

Meanwhile, we evaluate the system performance in terms of latency, jitter, packet 

loss rate and consecutive packet loss respectively. Another way to evaluate the system 

performance is using mean opinion score. It could also be interesting to evaluate the 

system performance in terms of mean opinion score by using existing mean opinion 

score prediction model. 
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Appendix 

In the appendix, we present the simulation results for all scenarios (there are 2, 4 or 8 

channels in the system) with respect to packet loss rate, consecutive packet loss, 

average delay, jitter, throughput per channel and utility per user. 

 

  Figure A1 Packet Loss Rate Comparisons among User-RL-NonRetrans, User-RL-Retrans, Operator-RL and 

Operator-NL when there are 2, 4 or 8 channels 

 

  Figure A2 Consecutive Packet Loss Comparisons among User-RL-NonRetrans, User-RL-Retrans, 

Operator-RL and Operator-NL when there are 2, 4 or 8 channels 

 

  Figure A3 Average Delay Comparisons among User-RL-NonRetrans, User-RL-Retrans, Operator-RL and 

Operator-NL when there are 2, 4 or 8 channels 
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  Figure A4 Average Jitter Comparisons among User-RL-NonRetrans, User-RL-Retrans, Operator-RL and 

Operator-NL when there are 2, 4 or 8 channels 

 

  Figure A5 Throughput per Channel Comparisons among User-RL-NonRetrans, User-RL-Retrans, 

Operator-RL and Operator-NL when there are 2, 4 or 8 channels 

 

 

  Figure A6 Utility per User Comparisons among User-RL-NonRetrans, User-RL-Retrans, Operator-RL and 

Operator-NL when there are 2, 4 or 8 channels 
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